NEEDED SUPPLIES: You have two options: a colored drawing on paper, or a painted canvas.

REQUIRED IF USING PAPER:

- Paper to draw on
- Pencil and eraser
- Something to color with. BEST OPTION: Oil Pastels (i.e. Cray-Pas) or Chalk Pastels. OTHER OPTIONS: Crayons or Colored Pencils.

REQUIRED IF USING PAINT:

--Something to paint on: canvas, piece of wood, cardboard, piece of slate, poster board or thick paper (recommended size 8x10 or larger) etc

--Paint brushes: one large (aprox. 3/4" - 1" wide) one medium (round tip) and one small (a fine line brush for details). Smaller canvas requires smaller brushes.

--Paint: I will be using acrylic paint. (Tempera or watercolor paints can also work). REQUIRED COLORS : Black, White, Brown (burnt umber), Red, Yellow, Blue (cobalt) OPTIONAL COLORS: Purple, Green, Orange

--Palette: a smooth service for your paint. Paper plate will work, or the glass of an old picture frame.

--Cup of water

--Napkins or paper towels, or an old shirt or towel to use as a rag to wipe your brushes off

--Hair Dryer to dry the painting faster (optional)